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President’s Message

 SRO Meeting
  Meeting - Apr 13th - 7:30 PM 

April is upon us. Warming temperatures, plants breaking through the soil and the 
hint that spring is only a month away. Time to start planning on what you want to 
do ahead. Hamfest, new antennas, new radio, new shack, or maybe fix the antenna 
on the car that it has been too cold to work on. I know I need to check out the NMO 
VHF-UHF antennas on my car. I washed my car for a cross country trip and they 
seem to be erratic since then. I had to remove them before going through the car 
wash. I think the rubber insulators have gone passed their expected life.

            I did noticed that after my trip to the east coast  (1600 mi) and back I only 
heard one contact on 146.52, and that was a ham who saw my call sign on the back 
of my call. We talked for many miles. The other things I heard were a couple of 
Marylander's activating a national park I was visiting. I did spend some time on 
Mid-Cars 7.258 LSB while on the road. They run a very professional NET 8:30 
AM to 2:PM EST. Look them up online https://www.midcars.net/ .

            The latest Electronic Design magazine had some interesting articles about 
 GaN-Based Power Transistors for Future Power Electronic Converters. This new 
type of transistor can get up to 99% efficient. The Drain to source resistance is only 
about .2 V  compared to.5 for silicon and .7 for Germanium. Also a couple of 
articles about why the solid state chip manufacturing is having so many problems 
keeping up with demand.    https://endeavor.omeclk.com/portal/wts/
ugmc%7C9egzes6eh0%7CBajC60vE%5Efq%5EEt-8a

Well it is time for me to back to fixing a 500 Watt Linear amplifier power supply

Michael Leibovitz   Pres.   
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SRO General Meeting Notes for February 8, 2022 (Or: Dogged robots) 

By Jim Hawes AA9DT  

 FEBRUARY 8 GENERAL MEETING. We meet tonight by Zoom.  

TREASURER’S REPORT. Details are available to members who attend our meetings.  

TONIGHT’S PROGRAM is a canned presentation by Donald Lincoln, PhD, from Fermilab in Batavia, Illinois. 
Lincoln offers a rambling account of history and contemporary physics, plus much speculation. Topics span 
Einstein Relativity vs. Unified Field Theory (hypothetical), and the five forces that influence matter: Gravity, 
Electromagnetic, Strong, Weak and Higgs. (According to Lincoln, the Higgs “isn’t really a force,” but it gives 
particles their masses.)  

ROBOTIC DOGS have joined the Boston State Police Force. Boston Dynamics designs and manufactures 
these robot canines. The company’s 65-pound “Spot” model looks like a torso with four legs. Where a head 
would be on a flesh-and-blood dog, there are sensors. Spot can use these sensors to for surveillance in 
potentially dangerous environments. On an upgraded Spot, Boston Dynamics mounts a robotic arm and hand 
where you’d expect the dog’s “neck” to be. These appendages are nimble and powerful enough to turn a 
doorknob, allowing the dog to enter the doorway. Boston Dynamics has tested Spot at just this task. The test 
involves stress, such as knocking the arm out of the way, or dragging the dog back. “Spot” also offers 
autonomous behaviors: According to the company Web site, Spot can follow preset routes without user input. 
Boston Dynamics dogs carry no weapons. 

MACHINE CONSCIOUSNESS. In the future, could a manufacturer endow a robot dog with machine 
consciousness? Here, we enter the realm of the might-be. Since computer pioneer John von Neumann, 
researchers have experimented with applications for artificial neural networks. The model for these networks is 
the human brain. Such neural nets exist today. These networks are analog computers that can process an 
infinite range of values. Neural networks are non-deterministic computers. They operate by trial and error, that 
is, by “machine learning,” which replaces programming. Possibly such a neural network could one day pass 
Turing’s famous test for a conscious entity. But as a sentient being, a Turing Test winner certainly wouldn’t be 
expendable. Instead, we’d have to respect and safeguard its rights. 



 

  

If you move, let 
the Editor know 
your new mailing 
and email 
addresses. It is 
our way of getting 
Mike Shy to you 
each time.

2022
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Foxhunt Report

CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Feb 5th, 2022

I picked Red Robin for munch.  We had been there before, but 
not recently, a good menu, beer available, and open to 11 PM. 
This was a backup spot.  I intended to hide near the defunct 
Odyssey Fun Park, but when I got there, I discovered it was 
newly fenced and gated.
I learned of the backup spot because there's a doctor office in 
the buildingSet up in the car with 5/8 mag mount.   Could key 
the repeater with low power, but wasn't making the start point.  
Increased to 35 watts, was still noisey but we got started.
Saw Dave & Tom first to the East on West St, but before they 
could turn around and zero in, Matt pulled up for first

1 - Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, Jacob, Mac + group 8:49
2 - Tom N9CBA, Dave AC9VW 8:50
3 - Pete K9PW  9:03
DNF Don W9RA  8:56
DNF Mike WA9FTS  9:05
At munch, we discussed possible visit to the national hunt.

Diehl Rd

Diehl Rd

Zoom Meeting
Feb 8th
Mike WA9EVF
Jim AA9DT
Jean KC9FXL

Mike WA9FTS
Tom N9CBA
Fay N9FA
Danny KD9HIL
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CFAR 2M Foxhunt - Mar 5th, 2022 
- 
byMike WA9FTS 
Fox - Matt KC9SEM, Patty N9PLS, 
Jacob, Mac

There was a threat of rain and high 
winds for the evening. David 
recovered from his latest injury to 
join Tom. There were 7 hunters as we 
started the hunt with high winds and 
some rain. Matt had a good signal to 
the SE. As the hunters went south, the 
rain slowed but the wind was very 
strong. The hunters went south and 
west. Matt and his family were in 
their car  in Lombard off Walnut Av 
and north of Maple Av. They were 
parked behind the McBath 
Construction and it was a drive-up. 
Tony got there 2 min ahead of Marty 
and Bill and me. Tom and David 
arrive shortly for 4th. All the hunters 
finished and we went to Culver’s on 
Ogden Av.
Results:
1. Tony AA9CC
2. Marty N9LTE, Bill
3. Mike WA9FTS
4. Tom N9CBA, David AC9VW
5. John WD9EXW, Janet
6. Don W9RA
7. Tim KC9YFI, Michelle KD9DJT 

Fox



 

  

Bayraktar Drone in use by Ukraine (Turkish drone)
 
IT’S A BIRD! IT’S A PLANE! 
No, it’s a Bayraktar TB2 drone. 
Turkey is selling these drone planes to Ukraine and Poland. In the Ukraine War, 
this little plane with only a 500-pound payload symbolizes Ukrainian heroism. 
The Bayraktar is knocking out Russian tanks, air defense batteries, and supply 
convoys. (Also, possibly a ship on the Black Sea port of Berdyansk .) 
TO RUSSIAN RADAR, the Bayraktar drone is a slow and very visible target. Yet 
the Bayraktar packs a punch! Now the Bayraktar has its own song. The English 
version of the song is on YouTube. See... https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=bh2blc8aDjY 
BAYRAKTAR STATS. The Bayraktar has a double tail with a prop in the middle. 
The engine develops 100 hp. The top airspeed is 137 mph. The Bayraktar is 21 
feet long. The span of its straight wings is 39 feet. The drone can stay aloft for 
27 hours. 
LASER-GUIDED. The Bayraktar’s laser-guided smart munitions weigh 48 
pounds each. The control screen has about the definition of an early video 
game, such as “Asteroids” or “Missile Command.” Bayraktar can fly and land in 
stormy weather. The current price for one Bayraktar is a mere $1 million. 
That figure makes Bayraktar about 20 times cheaper than a U.S. Reaper drone. 
Of course, countries don’t just buy one Bayraktar. Ukraine purchased a dozen in 
2019. Poland recently bought another hangar full. (Maybe that last group is now 
in Ukraine.) 
NOT STEALTHY. The Bayraktar has a large EM signature, and is anything but 
stealthy. Then how could a Bayraktar take out Russian air defense systems, 
which should spot it instantly? Perhaps early in the war, Russia hadn’t deployed 
its best radars yet. (That’s what the Chicago Tribune suggests.) We must 
consider flying tactics, too. For example, the Ukrainians are flying Bayraktars at 
low altitude, likely evading easy radar detection. Also, some Ukrainian 
Bayraktars might have enhanced capabilities. (Ukraine makes engines for some 
models.) 
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Foxhunt Report
CFAR 2M Foxhunt - 
Apr 2nd, 2022 - by Mike 
WA9FTS 
Fox - Tony AA9CC

Another cold but clear evening 
There was some snow earlier in 
the afternoon but it was all gone 
by hunt time. Seven hunters were 
off to find Tony and drove south. 
Tony was in his car behind the 
Packaging Hero building in 
Bolingbrook. I did not get times 
from Tony or directions of the 
hunters. This is how they came in 
to score. Results:

1. Pete K9PW
2. Matt KC9SEM, Patty 

N9PLS, Jacob, Mac 
3. John WD9EWX, Janet
4. Marty N9LTE, Bill
5. Ton N9CBA, David AC9VW
6. Mike WA9FTS
DNF Don W9RA 41.684232,-88.104836
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From Mike Leibovitz, President SRO
For some time now there has been someone keying up the CFAR repeater and 
keeping it up for an unusual time.
The signal vary in strength like it is coming from a mobile driving 
around. There is some background noise but nothing discernible.
We are asking that all of you with mobile radios check if your radio is 
transmitting with out your knowledge.
Your Microphone may be wedged in the seat or dash and the transmit 
button is depressed.

Thank You   Mike



  

 

FCC $35 Amateur Application Fee Effective Date 
Announced
The new Amateur Radio license application fees will take effect on April19, 2022. The 
Federal Communications Commission's authority to impose and collect fees is mandated 
by Congress. 
The $35 application fee, when it becomes effective on April 19, will apply to new, 
modification (upgrade and sequential call sign change),renewal, and vanity call sign 
applications. The fee will be per application.

Administrative updates, such as a change of name, mailing or email address, will be 
exempt from fees.

VECs and Volunteer Examiner (VE) teams will not have to collect the $35 fee at exam 
sessions. Once the FCC application fee takes effect, new and upgrade applicants will pay 
the $15 exam session fee to the ARRL VE team as usual, and pay the $35 application fee 
directly to the FCC by using the CORES FRN Registration system (CORES - Login). 
When the FCC receives the examination information from the VEC, it will email a link 
with payment instructions to each successful candidate who then will have10 calendar 
days from the date of the email to pay. After the fee is paid and the FCC has processed an 
application, examinees will receive a second email from the FCC with a link to their 
official license. The link will be good for 30 days.

Additionally, the FCC stated that applications processed and dismissed will not be entitled 
to a refund. This includes vanity requests where the applicant does not receive the 
requested call sign.

The FCC published the notice in the Federal Register on March 23, 2022, stating that the 
amateur radio application fees, including thoseassociated with Form 605 application 
filings, would become effective on April 19, 2022.

Further news and instructions will follow as the FCC releases them. 
___________________________________

FCC Instructions (not applicable until fees take effect on April 19): If paying fees for an 
application filed via the Universal LicensingSystem, please use the CORES FRN 
Registration system (CORES - Login). FEE SCHEDULE (not applicable until fees take 
effect on April 19):
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Mike Shy
Mike Brost - WA9FTS - Editor
5127 N. Monterey Dr.
Norridge IL 60706-3245

First Class Mail

SRO Officers
President
Mike Leibovitz - WA9EVF
Vice President
Jean Pressel - KB9FXL
Secretary
Jim Hawes - AA9DT
Treasurer
Mike Brost - WA9FTS

SRO Directors
Don Moriarty - W9RA
Jon Tammen - K9IQF
Jean Pressel - KB9FXL

Mike Shy Staff
Editor/Circ. Mgr.
Mike Brost - WA9FTS
E-Mail: mikeb2006@comcast.net
708-457-0966 Voice

Regular Meeting Place
Salvation Army every even month at 
7:30 PM  unless other-wise indicated
in Mike Shy and SRO web site. Check 
for exact date & time.

Standing Committees
Membership - WA9FTS
Program -  AA9DT
Meeting Refresh. - KB9FXL
Foxhunting - WA9FTS
Repeater - K9IQF
Field Day -  WA9EVF
Education - WA9EVF
Mike Shy - WA9FTS
 Christmas / Hanukkah Party - WA9EVF
Webmaster - WA9FTS

Repeater Personnel
Trustee -  WA9EVF
CFAR Chairman - K9IQF
Site Maintenance
K9IQF, W9RA & W9BEA
Control Operators
K9IQF, TBD 
NW Maintenance
W9JEM 
Northeast Maintenance
K9IQF & TBD
Lisle Maintenance
W9AEK

SRO Web Site
www.w9sro.org
Mike Brost - WA9FTS

Mike Shy is published 6 times a 
year by the Society Radio 
Operators. Deadline is 2 weeks 
before the meeting. Contributions 
are welcome & should be sent to 
the Editor.

Regular meetings - Salvation Army 
- 8354 W Foster Av, Norridge
Board Meetings - Every 5th 
Wednesday

 SRO Meeting
  Meeting - Apr 12th

 at 7:30PM
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